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The IT industry has expanded big enough to engulf a number of industries to depend on it for their
management systems. Garment and textile are no way lagging behind and are making use of
technological advancements to the fullest to gain the maximum. Help in any form in always
welcomed and Enterprise Resource Planning or ERP system has been one such help to the
garment retail business. It has made managing retail business easier to a large extent.

Garment ERP has well integrated all the transaction processes and database into a single unified
system. The system provides features from the basic to the most complicated of them to be of use 
across all levels of organisations, big or small. A major problem occurs while transmitting
information across the organisation and data entry processes are often repeated leading to wastage
of time and efforts. ERP system ensures that this is avoided.    

Various departments in an organisation demand unique software suitable to its needs. Financial
requirements would be altogether different from the needs of Human Resource departments.
Important is to integrate the needs of all into one to ensure efficiency on an overall front. Technology
is all about constant evolution and software up-gradation is an integral feature of most of the ERP
software packages available today.

Another software which has been on the upfront has been the Point of Sale (POS) software.  It has
revolutionised the way management is defined for the garment. Modern day needs have made 
business look for the best available options to always have an edge over the competitors. The
system of POS software and ERP if integrated can show remarkable results.

Retail business suffers from setbacks such as theft, inaccurate supervision and lack of managerial
skills among others. These challenges are tough to handle but with right solutions and guidance in
the form of software, they can be tackled with ease and help your business flourish.                  

Software today has expanded its horizons to include usage across many industries. Point of Sale or
POS is one such software that is turning out to be a favourite with merchandisers. Retail store
operations are wide ranged and technological help cannot be ignored. Right from the mobile phone
dealer to the clothing stores, software helps them keep track of orders, sales, payment processes
and other store operations.

Emails are the main communication medium today and this software very well understands it. E-
mails generated on an automated basis are incorporated into marketing activities ranging from
weekly to monthly process. Strong customer base is built on with this action of the software. It
provides highly efficient marketing tactic with least concerns of human error.
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